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The story of palm shortenings doesn’t begin with palm. It begins with soybean shortenings. Everyone used 
and loved partially hydrogenated soy/cotton blends. We loved the texture, the creaminess and the workability 
over a varying temperature range. But soybean shortenings, being partially hydrogenated, contain trans fats. 

With the elimination — and in some instances, banning — of trans fats in labeled products, the foodservice 
and food ingredient markets had to find a suitable replacement for soybean shortenings. The industry found 
palm oil, a zero-trans-fat solution. What everyone discovered rather quickly was that palm shortenings do not 
perform up to the standards of partially hydrogenated soy/cotton blends. 

T H E  M O V E  T O  P A L M
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F L E X  P A L M  —  P A L M ’ S  N E W  B E G I N N I N G

F U N C T I O N A L  C R Y S T A L L I Z A T I O N

What is Functional Crystallization?

Stratas Foods®, being the industry leader in oils and fats, knows all too well the issues with palm shortenings. 
We’ve dedicated a lot of resources and conducted research to figure out how to make palm-oil shortenings better. 

During our research, we had a simple, yet profound, thought: 

That one thought propelled us to our newest innovation, Flex Palm.

Flex Palm is an innovative process that allows the zero-trans-fat palm oil to function more like partially 
hydrogenated shortenings — that is, more like soybean shortenings. It’s true. Flex Palm shortenings are  
(compared to typical palm shortenings):

 • Smoother
 • Creamier
 • More workable
 • More consistent from cube to cube
 • Able to work over a wider temperature range
 • Functional throughout their shelf life

How did we achieve this breakthrough? We harnessed a process called “Functional Crystallization.”

If we try and make palm-oil shortenings look and feel like 
real* shortenings, maybe they’ll function like them too.

It’s the process of treating the shortening input, achieving votation optimization and  
statically holding shortening products to minimize temperature variance until such  
time that the minimum number of crystals required to stabilize the product is achieved.

*soybean-based, hydrogenated shortenings



In other words, it’s a process to make sure the least amount of crystals are formed as possible to keep the 
product together. 

Why is this important? 

Larger crystal formations make for 
a harder product, which, over time, 
will jeopardize its functionality. 
So, to be successful at creating a  
highly functional palm shortening 
that performs like partially 
hydrogenated soybean shortenings,  
we had to find the balance between 
crystal type and size.

When a shortening is votated, crystal formation begins. To help control the crystallization, we temper the 
shortening immediately after packaging to allow us to grow the desired amount of fat crystals.

T E M P E R A T U R E  C O N T R O L

What kind of shortenings does this
process work best on?

 • Whole palm
 • Reconstituted palm
 •  Palm-blends with liquid oils  

such as canola and soybean
 •   Emulsified palm or  

palm-blend products
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Flex Palm
(smooth, consistent)

Partially Hydrogenated
Soybean Shortening
(smooth, consistent)

Which products use Flex Palm?

Currently, the Flex Palm process is used in                     ,                                           and                               . 

We look to incorporate Flex Palm into other Stratas product offerings in the near future. Keep an eye out for it.

Superb®

Traditional Palm
(brittle, cracking)



S T R A T A S  F O O D S
www.s t ra tas foods . com  •  1 .800 .404 .1004

WHY STRATAS FOODS?
Stratas Foods was formed in 2009 as a joint venture between ADM and ACH, which have over 200 years of combined 
experience in the shortening and oil industry. 

The result is a company with the combined strength of both parent companies. Stratas has production and distribution 
facilities across North America, global sourcing capabilities, and a nationwide network of Sales and Business Partners 
to assist you with all your shortening and oil needs.

Stratas makes oil products for the Retail, Manufacturing, and Foodservice segments. Our Foodservice product line 
includes industry-leading brands such as Frymax®,  Mazola ZT ®,  Whirl®, and Sweetex®.

R & D AND TECH SUPPORT
Stratas’ state-of-the-art research facility houses a dedicated expert team of shortening and oil scientists who focus 
on applying the latest edible-oils research to Stratas’ premium offerings. Prior to consideration for use in one of our 
premium brands, each oil is tested to ensure that it exceeds our quality standards for flavor and performance.

Our ongoing research means you get the highest-performing oils on the market, along with expert advice on frying 
oils, flavored oils, shortenings and pan sprays.
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